
“A work in progress...”

potential.

 spaces that create opportunity.

indetermination. 

 scales and hierarchies.

 cause and effect

 affect.

 materiality.

 multi-nodal matrixes.
 SHIFT_.

 instantanious and fl uctuating.

 control and absence of control.

 intersections of rules.

 intersections of space.

 public and private. 

 chance encounter.

 fl ows.

 nomadism.

 time and perception.
 inside and out.

 hybrid space.
 solid and void.



GREEN BELT

HYBRID SPACE
_ Function “PODS”

BRIDGE_SHIFT
Transformable bridge instalation



1. FILL: Hybrid Space [1 of 2]

 A dynamic urban space combining MOVEMENT 
and TIME. A “patchwork” of function, event, and 
community. 

The project proposes a SYSTEM, rather than a static 
building, allowing programs to change and adapt 
according to different conditions. 

This would allow the community to appropriate space 
and for HYBRID programs to evolve over time.



1. FILL: Hybrid Space

_Function PODS:
-PODS according to  specifi c function or PROGRAM 

 -universal “plug-in” infrastructure to enable temporary places and  
  events
 -creation of functions and events according to need and location
 -movement of PODS allows RE-APPROPRIATION of un-used and   
  under-utilized spaces
 -POD “Happenings” create situations and chance encounters



1. FILL: Hybrid Space

_Needs/Services [solid vagueness] 
 -maison de quartier
 -community center
 -market
 -library
 -wi-fi  cafe
 -private use
 -WC, info, aid

_Situation/Happening
 -gathering
 -art + installation (PS1)
 -music + theatre
 -fi lm
 -seasonal events
 -youth events



1. FILL: Hybrid Space

_Transport

a. transport b. arrival

c. legs lowered b. free standing POD
 -recieved by infrastructure to   
  create Hybrid Space
     OR
 -solo function?POD happening



1. FILL: Hybrid Space

_Type + Location

1. Hybrid Space
 -function according   
  to use/need/service

2. Situation/Happening
 -single POD to function solo
 -provoke a situation anywhere/anytime



2. DISCOVER: Bridge_SHIFT

Transformable bridge installation/intervention:
 -an EXPERIMENT 
 -allowing non-static connections and creating a   
  point of interest on the canal [the BACKBONE]
 -Patterns in bridge confi guration may develop     
      over time 
 -Bridge_SHIFT may become an attracting point



2. DISCOVER: Bridge_SHIFT

-the bridge installation is a system 
of connections

-each bridge “node” can be 
moved by the user according 
to destination/desire/situation

-moving one node may cause 
other nodes to SHIFT

-shifting bridges operate on a 
train rail system



2. DISCOVER: Bridge_SHIFT



2. DISCOVER: Bridge_SHIFT



-bridge relies on “scissor” joints to allow boat access
-design inspired by concept model umbrella structure

2. DISCOVER: Bridge_SHIFT

low boat aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaacccccccccccccccccccccccccccccess
re


